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Adobe, in addition to removing Flash Player from the Google Play Store, also announced that it was discontinuing the development of this mobile plugin. So it won't get updates to become compatible with the latest versions of Android. Despite this, she promised that she would continue to correct security flaws and critical errors from the
latest released version, but without delving into new editions of Google's mobile operating system. To this day, two versions are available on Adobe's servers. If you're using an Android version equal to or more than 2.0, download this installer. If your little green robot is in a version equal to or more than 4.0, this is the right link. However,
since they were downloaded from outside the official store, they are believed to be from sources unknown to the system. Therefore, you will need to customize the device to allow this type of maneuver. Go to the device's security settings and check the Unknown Sources field. This way you'll be able to install Flash Player uploaded from
the link above without a problem. Use a file manager app, such as OI File Manager, to go to the Flash download site and then install as normal. However, since it was discontinued by Adobe, many browsers today no longer support the plugin. So to be able to use Flash Player on Android, you'll need a compatible browser. Mozilla Firefox
is a good example. Install this browser through the Play Store and whenever you access a site with flash content, just click to activate the plugin. Do you like this story? Subscribe to Canaltech for daily updates with the latest news from the tech world. A short way to Chrome plugins pageA shortcut for Chrome plug-in pages. When
installed, it will add the Plugins button to the app list (on the New Tab and Chrome App Launcher page). Click on the icon and you'll open the menu plugins. Here you can manage Adobe Flash Player: it will open a Chrome flash player settings page where you can turn on and off a flash player around the world or add exceptions (allow and
block plug-in flashes on specific sites). A new component page (which replaced the original plug-in page some time ago) is also available here. In the latest version, we've added a quick link to The Internal Chrome Cleaner: a useful story eraser where you can clear the story, caching, and other browsing data. In addition, we've integrated
the app with our History On/Off extension, and now you can stop recording the story (and resume it again) with a click. The ability to pause a story is not available in Chrome outside the box, so a separate history extension is necessary if you want this feature to work too. Note that Also available as an extension that will add the menu to
the Chrome toolbar and comes with an extension of plugins you can monitor the flash player on the site based (allow and block the flash on the current site). The extension version isn't just about controlling adobe flash player - it adds a shortcut to all content settings for your current site where you can include and location, camera,
microphone, notifications, JavaScript, flash, images, pop-ups, MIDI devices, etc. download extension of the Plug-in menu here: view your favorite videos and animated websites in mobile Firefox, activating Flash. To turn on Flash, click the device menu button. Then click. Click Plugins and select On or Enable while playing. If Flash isn't
installed on your device, you can download the file version of Flash Player. To learn more about stopping the development of Flash Player for Android, see the article on adobe's blog. These fantastic people helped write this article: It's been a while since Adobe Flash Player was turned off by default in Chrome; that is, it doesn't work if you
don't turn it on. However, if you want to use it, there is a way. Before you show the way, it's worth remembering that Flash should cease to exist within a few years: Adobe will discontinue the technology until 2020, so Chrome will stop working when the time comes. At this point, when you yell at Flash, Chrome shows the following warning:
Click to activate the Adobe Flash Player plugin, as shown in the image above. That is, to activate it, just click on this box. If you don't want to do this all the time, just tap the icon (i) or the lock that is on the left side of the addressbar. Look for Flash and change from Ask (default) to always allow on this site. Solving problems with Flash If
none of them worked and you're sure the site uses Flash, try chrome://components in the browser bar, search Adobe Flash Player, and click Check updates. If nothing changes, chances are Flash is aware and have a problem with the site. Of course, you can manually reinstall Flash. To do this, just go to this page, select the operating
system in step 1, and in step 2, choose Flash for Opera and Chrome - it's always an option that has PPAPI at the end. Then click Download Now and install the file. Flash plug-in Chrome should be updated in coercive mode. Adobe has discontinued Flash Player updates for Android system with the release of Jelly Bean (Google's 4.1
version of the mobile OS). Third-party apps, such as Dolphin and Puffin were able to launch a popular extension - Flash Player support was also discontinued with Android 4.4, at which time the Chromium app was adopted as WebView.And Android 5.0 Lollipop continued a recent tradition: access to websites developed in Flash through
popular browsers (Firefox or Google Chrome, for example) was denied. But there is a way around this problem. Learn how to incorporate Flash Player support on your Android 5.0 Lollipop.Download browser FlashfoxCurrently, the Flashfox browser is the only way to make the latest version of the Android system work without choking flash
extensions. Flashfox (free download)Flashfox Pro (paid download)Free version of the browser displays advertising; The paid edition costs $7.62.Supplement experienceFlashify download is not necessary to perform Adobe Flash. Thus, this free app allows web addresses to be opened by an alternative browser - a shortcut is added to the
user's browser page. Flashfox then must be selected for the Flash site to run. Find out more about Android 5.0 Lollipop through this page. (Image Source: iStock) It's been a long time since Adobe decided to remove Flash Player from Google Play. In addition, the company also announced that the product will be discontinued for the mobile
market. That is, no more tool updates even for those who still have it on their android.Still device, as explained at the time, this does not mean that the company has completely ceased to support security flaws or critical errors, but will no longer be released editions compatible with new versions of the OS. The big problem is that many
websites still use Flash to display their content, including pages that take videos and games online. However, there is still a way for you to install Adobe Flash Player on your device. Do you want to know how? Follow the steps you need to complete the task in the tutorial below. Installing the app The first step to perform the installation is to
download the app. So click here if you have Android 4.0 (or above) or this link to previous versions (from 2.0). Once this is done, transfer the APK to an Android device. As an alternative way to perform the task, you can download directly to the tablet or smartphone. You then need to include installing programs from unknown sources. To
do this, enter the settings of the device. Then choose an alternative to Security. Make sure the new screen is loaded and you need to check the Unknown Sources option. (Picture source: We perform the installation. Start by searching for Adobe Flash Player stored on your smartphone through the file manager of your choice and click on
the app. At this point, you may want to select an installer, depending on the settings of the device, but usually both of the options displayed are able to complete the task. Once you're displaying the confirmation screen, choose an alternative to Set. (Image source: Baixaki/Tecmundo) Once this is done, just wait until the procedure is over
for the program to be installed on your device. At the end of the process, the message informs you of the success of the operation. (Image source: Baixaki/Tecmundo) With the plug-inOnce adobe flash player installed, you still need to use a browser that is able to use the plug-in of this program, as many no longer offer such support.
Perhaps one of the best alternatives is still Mozilla Firefox, being one of the most popular browsers that still offer the feature. Once the browser is installed, it already starts offering flash plugin support. However, you can change the settings so that it loads automatically or only when selected. To do this, open Firefox and click the settings
button of your device with Android.Then choose an alternative to Settings and click on the Plugins option. Then see that there are two options when they are included: Enabled (keep all plugins always active) or Enable when playing (so they stand up and work with authorization). There is also how to keep them always disabled, but this is
not an interesting option for those who often use Flash in the browser. (Image Source: Baixaki/Tecmundo) You can choose the most appropriate option, but the warning is appropriate. Because Adobe Flash Player no longer receives updates for Android, running older versions can be a security risk to your device. So the ideal thing is that
you keep plugins active with authorization. In this way, you prevent this and other plug-ins from automatically running, reducing the risk of potential security breaches, making your device vulnerable. Vulnerable.
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